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Swelling Shale and Collapsing Soil
A,C. RUCKMAN AND R.K. BARRETT

Geotechnical engineering parameters of both rock and soil can be significantly
influenced by regional environmental factors. Climatic factors such as rainfall
and temperature, coupled with geologic and geomorphic factors such as bedrock type and landform configuration, combine to present very different kinds
of problems for highway pavements in the several physiographic provinces of
the world, Two causes for pavement deformat¡on that are physiographically
bounded are swelling shale and collapsing soil. Swelling soil ¡s not a signif¡cant
problem for highway builders in the semiarid cl¡mates of the westeÌn United
States. Swelling bedded shale, however, can completely disrupt the traveled
way. Soil surveys, laboratory testing, and correct¡ve and/or preventive mea.
sures designed for swelling soils are frequently not appropriate for effect¡vely
dealing with swelling shales. Low-level blasting is presented as one method of
prevent¡ng or correcting swelling-shale problems under roadway pavements.
This technique cost-effectively approx¡mates subexcavat¡on. Proper selection
and placement of the explos¡ve are ¡mportant to the success of the technique.
Soils that have a measurable swell potential can collapse on wetting in a sem¡arid climate because of a combínatíon of environmental factors. Pavement
d¡stortions over collapsible soils are often misidentified as resulting only from
swelling soil or ¡nternal fill deterioration. Prewetting of collapse-susceptible
soils allev¡ates Iong-term settlement problems.

Tvo najor causes of distortion in highway pavements
have been identified in Colorado: swelling shale

Both are products of local
geologic, geomorphic, and climatic factors. Neither
swelling nor collapse is significant in many pârts
of the Uniteil States. But in physiographic regions
whêre either of these problens exists' substantial
disruption of the traveled way can occur.
Problerns with swelling soil anâ/or shale have
been recognized antl treateil in Colorado for several
years. Collapsing soils have only recently been
identified as a cause for gradual deterioration in
rideability on roadways over outwash-mudflovr soilsequences. Previously, undulating pavement surfaces
over collapsíb1e soils were attributed to swell,
especiall,y in areas where swelling shales were used
in fill
constructíon. Although either phenomenon
can occur independently' this paper reports on both
because of their interrelationship with environrnental factors and their si¡nilar effect on the riding surface.
Literature searches have failed to turn up
definitÍve mapping for areas where either problem
Independently varíable environmental
may exist.
slope,
factors,
including clinate,
rainfall,
bedrock' exposure, and vegetative cover, must be
collated onto a single map in order to delineate
physiographíc regions that may be susceptible Èo
either phenomenon. This, to our knor,rledge, has yet
to be accomplished.
and coJ-lapsing soil.

the design and the ¡naintenance of roadways in areas

where swelling is known to occur.

Swell Potential

Snethen and others at

the U.S. Army Engineer

Watervrays Experiment Station (V'IES) at Vicksburg,

Mississippi, have performed extensive compilations
of the existing literature as well as independent
research on the snelling phenomenon under a Federal
Highway Aclrninistration (FHWA) research grant. The
several reports that have resulted frorn these
studies represent the nost. comprehensive literature
available on swelling soil-s.
Very briefly, significant swell potential in
shale is attributable to the presence of mont¡noriItinitic clay minerals (I,2). Most clay minerals
will expand on wetting, but significant volume
changes are related to montnorillonite clay content
and distribution.
Occur rence

Shales in the UniLed States that exhíbit significant
swell potential are typically Mesozoic and Tertiary
in age and are abundant in the semiarid climates of

the

West.

Sampling and Testing

Sampling and testing requiremenÈs for determining
the presence of swelling clay minerals ín bedded
shale for highway-design purposes are much less

stringent
than,
for
exa¡nple, those for
building-construction purposes. fn fact, no testing
is required where a knowledge of local geology and
performance of existing pavements can provide
qualitative data.
¡Ihere sanpling and Èesting progrãms are
contemplatedl, ít is important to obtain samplês from
bedded materials rather than frorn alluvial and
residual soiIs. Tests performed on sanples fro¡n
unbedded soil deposits arè not reliable indicators
of the svrelling problems that may be experienced
over bedded shales after the roadway is conpleted.
The shales can be samplecl in test pits or by
using coring equipment. Testing has traditional-Iy
been performed on material crushed to soil
gradations (3).
Correction and Prevention

SWELLTNG SHALE

Swelling bedded shale is a common cause of pavement
distortion in arid and semiarid climates. Swelling

soils are nuch less likely to cause significant
deformation of the riding surface in these
climates. This ís an important distinction for both

Subexcavation and reconpaction of be¿lded shale below

the profile grade line to a depth of 2-3 m (6-10 ft)
have consistenÈIy proved to be the most
cost-effective solution to swelling-shale problems
in semiarid climatesr however, the costs of this
procedure are relativeJ-y high in conparison e¿ith
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Figure 1. Use of blasting technique to repa¡r pavement
d¡stortion caused by swelling shale.

SfsF"armiæ¡lTing from *llin3 chcle

Løn3

costs for similar roadway templates over nonswelling
bedrock.

The resuLts of experimental work in District 3 of
the Colorado Department of Highways (northwest

Colorado) indicate that the use of 1ow-level blasting to disrupt the bedded shale has been highly successful. Although blasting to accomplish reduced
density and disruption in shale bedrock produces a
nore variable result than subexcavation and reco¡npaction, swelling has ceased to be a problem at

almost all

locations where the blasting technigue
has been atte¡npted. Thus, \de have concludêd that
blasting is
a cost-effective
solution for
swelling-shaIe problens.
When blasting is perforrned on new construction or
on pavenent recycling projects where the pavement is
conpletely removed, holes are drilled 2.4-3.3 m
(8-10 ft) deep, approxinatety I cm (3 in) in
diameter, on about 2-m (6- to 7-ft) centers. These
holes are loaded with 0.1 kg (0.25 lb) of dynamite
and +0.9 kg (!2 Ib) of factory-mixed fuel oi1
and amrnonium nitrate (ANFO). The charges are
detonated with Primacord, or its equivalent, and
fused caps. Loading and spacing can be varie¿l to
achieve optirnun results at a given location. On new
construction, it is also acceptable to carry
production blasts 3 m (10 ft) belor+ the planneil
grade in order to disrupt the swell-ing bedrock.
Thorough wetting of the bfasted zone is
recommended after blasting is completed. This

ProJuøJ

h

rtastin3

measure ãccelerates the achievement of

equilibrium within the blasted

moisture

zone.

Blasting as a maintenance technique requÍres
careful drill-pattern control and precise charges.
Holes on 2-* (0- or 7-ft) centers, 7.62 cm (3 in) in
diameter, and 2.4 m (8 ft) deep have proved to be
the optinum combination in western Co1orado. Holes
are drilled on either side of a sharp upheaval,
loaded, and detonated sinultaneously. trlhen the
proper charge is used, the pavernent is lifted but
not broken and a long ,'rampn is produced in the
roadway as opposed to ã sharp bump. Experience in
Colorado indicates that this explosive treatment
produces a nore permanent solution than does ranping
with cold ¡nix and at a significantly lower cost.
Figure 1 shows the roadway inprovenent that
resuLts from the maintenance blasting technique.
Use

of Blasting Technigue ín Colorado

Experimental blasting of swelling shale under
roadways was begun in Colorado in 1976. The first
series of hole spacing and loading trial-s was conducted at the Mesa County landfil-I in freshl_y exposed Mancos shale bedrock. Of the several experimental combinations, it was found that the use of
7.62-cm holes 2.4 n deep and on 2-n centers, with
specific explosive loading and carefulLy conpacted
stemning material, yíelded predictable results.
Holes 3.3-4 m (10-12 ft) deep would either

I
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produce a large cavity around the botton-ho1e loads
or produce airborne fragments and severe surface

disruption. Holes 2 m deep occasionally produced
excessive surface disruption as well as airbornê
fragnents, even with relatively light loads.
The first roadway blasting experiment took place
in a Mancos shale cuÈ on US-50 between Whitewater
and Grand Junction, Colorado. That section of
roadway was scheduled for a feveling and overlay
project. The first series of holes consisted of a
square grid of 20 holes on 2-m centers. At first,
rniddle holes were loaded as heavily as outside
ho1es, and the pavement rose about 2 m in the
Thereafter, center holes r.rere loaded
center.
lighter, and fewer holes were detonated with each
shot.

A total

of three areas were blasted in thê

Whitewater area of US-50. After four years, these

areas continue to perform satisfactorily whereas
control sections in that area have exhibited severe
surface distortions.
The next experimental- blasts were conducted on
US-40 wesÈ of Craig, Colorado, in an area that was
exhibiting extreme distortions. one bu¡np had caused
several accidents, incJ-uding one involving a
semitrailer loaded with shotgun ammunitíon that
broke in half as it landed on the down side of the
bump. The blasting performed on this section
accomplished the necessary ranping of five of the
seven siÈes blasted so that no further work was
required by maintenance forces. After four years'
the blasted arêâs hâve shown no novêment.
An asphalt-recycling research project at Grand
Junction included 606 lane-¡n (2000 lane feet) of
blasting to monitor the long-tern effects of this
technigue. This area traversed a shale ridge that
had been repeatedly leveled by maintenance forces.
Blasting was performed in 1979' and the performance
of the riding surface continues to egual that of
adjacent areas.

The most recent use of blasting on a Colorado
Dívision of Highways project was west of the Èown of
Rifle on a deep cut through Wasatch sequences of
shale and síltstone. Older roadway cuts in the area
exhibited either swelling or rebound (or both),
which created severe bumps in those roadways.
Production blasts were carried 3 m (10 ft) below
grade. The performance of the pavement at these
Iocati.ons is equal to that in adjacent areas.
COLLAPSING SOILS

A factor that often çloes unrecognized f.or its
potential to severely reduce the rideability and
servíce life of roadway surfaces is collapsing
soils.
Western Colorado abounds in deep soil
deposits that will collapse as much as 25 percent in
volume on thorough wetting. fn the early 1960s, the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (now the water and Power
Resources Adninistration) identified several rnajor
areas of California as susceptible to collapse
(9-6).
Similar areas nust exist in semiarid
climates of the western statesi howeverr this has
not been the subject of comprehensive geologic
mapping.

Coll-apse Potential-

Bureau of Reclamation studies in the San Joaquin
Valley of California identified geomorphic and
climatic factors that contribute to the deposition
of collapse-susceptible soi1s. Briefly, these soils
are all-uvia1 out\,rash and mudflow deposits. Mudflows
are typically quite viscous, containing between 16
and 20 percent free water. As the flow dries, the
frothy texture or fabric is retained, forming what
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has been described as a I'honeycomb texture". After
drying to a ¡noisture content of about 6 percent, the
flow is structurally sound. Subsequent flows can be
deposited without rretting the underJ-ying flows
because of the l-ow moísture content of these flows.
The added weight of subsequent deposition creates a
potential for collapse.
Mudflow deposits are extrenèly nonuniform in rnany
important gêotechnical paraneters. Density and
graín shape and size vary markedly, both horizontally and vertically, over short distances. Susceptibility to collapse increases as the silt and
clay fraction increases. Moisture content, however,
typically exhibits relatively uniform gradients with
depth. Hydrocompaction is initiated by wetting the
dried ¡nudfLow dèposits.
Adding a pavenent over these soils is one way to
gradually increase the moisture profile (as a result
of thê hydrogenesis, or "desert sti1I", phenomenon). Typically, pavenent deformation progresses
at a relatively slow rate as the moisture profil-e
gradually increases. Thorough wetting, however,
results in immediate and complete collapse.
Occur rence

Collapse-susceptible soí1s are the product of a dry

climate and steep slopes formed on soft,
fine-grained bedrock. A tie-in with swelling shales
is that these shales are frequently slope-forrning
me¡nbers that weather rapidly and provide the
fine-grained-soi1 portion of the mudflows. lt is
frequently possible to obtain test results that show
significant swell potential from a soil deposit that
will, in fact, collapse with ti¡ne and wetting.
In vrestern Colorado, the mudflows begin on steep,
south-facing valley walls that are composed of
sparsely vegebated Mancos, Mesa Verde' Wasatch,
Green River, and Maroon formations. These
sedimentary bedrock formations contain sequences
that weather rapidly on a fresh exposure. The rate
of weathering decreases as soil cover is developed.
High-intensity, short-duration rainfall washes away
the newly devêIoped soil cover every few years and
produces nudflows. The freshly washed and exposed
bêdrock then begíns rapid weathering and soil,
production, continuing the cycle.
Sampling and Testing

Sampting in colorado is done by using thín-waIled
seamless tubes with a 6.3-cm (2.5-in) inside diameter thåt are pushed into the soif with a drilling

Frequency is determined on a project-byrig.
project basis but typically averaqes 24 samples/l-ane
kilometer (40 samples,/¡nile). About half of these
sampl-es are not acceptable for Lesting because of
sampling-tube damage by rocks and because of a failure to retain samples in the tube. The most collapse-prone soils are dry and friable and are difficult to successfully extrude and end trim. Some
samples are damaged during the extrusion and endtrimming steps.

Testing is performed in a consolidometer device
(7). The sample diameter and the oedometer-ring
diameter are approximately equal to avoid the
where gross
necessity of side trimning for fit.
indicators of collapse susceptiblity are accêptable,
testing can be appreciably shortened. The Colorado
procedure includes loading to in situ values and
then saturating the sample. This procedure cuts
testing ti¡ne to three days from the approximate two
weeks required for standard consolídation testing
procedures.

Data interpretation is very important to the
overall analysis and must include an overall evalua-

I
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tion of site geology, sampling frequency, and sanpling success, l,lhere it is assuned that the final
group of samples is reasonably representative of an
area, remedial measures arê recom¡nended when morè
than 25 percent of the total soil volume represented
exhibits significant
on
colJ.apse potential.
Colorado highway projects, collapse of greater than
10 percênt in laboratory samples loaded to in situ
J-oading is dee¡ned significant.
These values should
be established for each project based on the
consequence of soil coll-apse. Obviously, hydroconpaction would be of greater negative consequence to
a nuclear reactor than it would be to a sheep corral-.

cost-effective method for consolidatíng the lowdensity soils under highways. Prevletting of several¡niles of subsoil has now been successfully accomplished prior to I-70 construction in the collapse-prone Grand Valley (Parachute) ârea.

Correction and Prevention

'from those in wetter climates, yielding very
diffërent soil textures and fabrics.
Field exploration and laboratory testíng programs
must be designed to determine regional and locaf
clifferences as well as universally si¡nilar
geotechnicat properties.
For exarnple, it
is
possible 'to obtain laboratory test results that
indicate swelling potential from collapsing soil
deposits in semiarid and arid environnents. In this
grain size, shape,
case, the soil fabric--i.e.,
distributionr âDd orientation--is an independent
paraneter and, for foundation design, has a
significance equal to that of soil mineralogy.
fn laboratory test results, bedded shal-es that
have first been reduced to soil--sized partícles and
then remolded can exhibit very different properties
than the in situ shale.
Neither particle
orientation nor density can be successfully
cluplicated in rernol¿led bedrock samples. The
significance of this inabiJ-ity to duplicate field
conditions in the laboratory obviously varies with
each engineering project.
Both swelling shale and collapsing soil can be
accomnodated in engineering projects where they have
been identified, and appropriate mitigative measures
can be cost-effectively applied. Recognition of
thesè and â host of environnentally related
phenonena is the key.

Problems with hydrocompaction of collapse-susceptible soils can be avoided by thorough wetting of
a1l clry layers under the pavement. Research perfor¡ned by the Colorado Divísion of Highvrays indicates that all collapse occurs on initial saturation and Èhat only norrnal consolldation occurs with
subsequent loading (8).
Wetting of problem soils can be accomplished by
ponding or by using sprinklers (9,lq). Ponding is
generally nore thorough. Sprinkling costs Less but

has failed to penetrate to fult depth in about 20
percent of the areas wetted along I-70 in western
Colorado. Backfilling dri1l holes with gravel cân
speed up the wetting process but is so expensive
that its cost-effectiveness on highway projects is
questionable.

Under existing pavenents, deep wetting is
difficult to accompJ-ish. No projects of this type
have been atternpte¿l to dater but a project is
planned near Grand Junction for 1981 or 1982.
Experience in Colorado

Active investigations into the causes of gradual
aleformation in several highways in the valleys of
western Colorado began in 1975. Hydrocompaction was
suspected as the cause. A literature search yielded
litt1e infor¡nation to link collapsing soils and
pavernent defor¡nation; however, several Bureau of
Reclarnation reports on sampling and testing
procedures for collapsing soils were found.
on an I-70
Field sanpling was initiated
preliminary design project vrest of Grand Valley (now
Parachute) that would have to accommodate a future
reservoir. High fíI1s over deep alluvial (nudflow)
soils were reguired, and saturation of the mudflow
sequènces would certainly result when the lake was
filled.
Consolídometer tests indicated that a
collapse of 25 percent was possible in sorne soil
A literature
review Índicated that
Iayers.
laboratory results could be divided by two to
predict field performance and that field tests were
¡nore reliabte than laboratory tests for determining
collapse potentiä1.
Laboratory tests of the soils results certainly
warranted field tèsts. Trdo ponds were constructed,
and a dam retaining each pond approximated the
proposed highway filI.
settlement measurenent grids
were estabtished and monitored throughout the field
testing.
No settlenent e¡as observed after construction of
the si¡nulated I-70 fill,
but settlements of rnore
than 1 n (3.5 ft) occurred when the ponds vrere
filfed.
It was deter¡nined that precollapsing of
this area would be desirable prior to construction
of the fills¡ otherwise, Ioss of service of f-70
would be a virtual certainty when the lake was
filled.
Sprinkling test sites r.¡ere subsèquently estabIishedr anil sprinkling was found to be the most

SI'MMARY

The behavior and .per:fornance of a variety of
geologic materia.Is iìepencl on environmental factors.
Shales -that are expÕsed as .barren hills in dry
climates 'woul-d -Iong since have weathered into
soil-covered pl-ains in wetter clÍmates. Modes of
soil deposítion in arid climates are quite different
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Development of a Laboratory Compaction-Degradation
Test for Shales
BARNEY C, HALE, C.W. LOVELL, AND L.E. WOOD

Hard but nondurable shales must frequently be incorporated in embankments
¡n the M¡dwest.

lt

essential that these shales be thoroughly degraded and
compacted into thin, dense l¡fts, Yet there is no simple, widely accepted labopredicting
ratory test for
the diff¡culties of mechanical degradat¡on. The development of a lâboratory compact¡on-degradat¡on test that will make it poss¡ble to compare the behavior of shales in the laboratory with their behavior
during the construct¡on process is described. After testing three very different
lndiana shales over a range of gradat¡on and compaction variables, it was concluded that two types of compaction tests are su¡table for this purpose: impact and stat¡c, Degradat¡on was evaluated by sieving both before and after
compaction and was expressed as the reduct¡on in mean aggregate size caused
¡s

by compaction (the ¡ndex of crushing). The stat¡c compact¡on test allows the
ready evaluation of compact¡ve work (rather than nom¡nal compactive energy),
and the impact test has the advantages of familiarity and acceptance by almost all testing laboratories. lt is l¡kely that the ¡mpact test will be more
widely accepted for the stated purpose. The development of the laboratory
test is an ¡mportant first step, but correlat¡on of the laboratory values with
breakdown under f¡eld rolling is necessary before the total eng¡neer¡ng ob¡ectíve is achieved.

The excessive settlenents and failures of many embankments constructed of shale materials have led to

najor investigations concerning the properties and
behavior of shales. It has been found that the
deterioration of shale that results from weathering
plays a rnajor role in the poor performance record of
shale embanknents.
Durable shales, which can vrÍthstand the weathering process, will perforn satisfactorily when placed
as rock fi11. Nondurable shales, however¡ nust be
thoroughly broken down during compaction and placed
shales that are mechanically hard but
as soil fil1.
nondurable present special probl-ens in relation to

construction techniques.

The current practice of

breaking nondurable
it all the more important to un¿lerstand shale degradâtion during compaction. Laboratory tests nay bè helpful in defining the conpaction and degradation functions of
shales. These functions may ultimately be relateil
to field conditions.
The vrork by Bailey (1) establ-ished a basis for
lâboratory degradation têsts. Thê study reported
here concentrated on the dêvelopment of a single
standard testing procedure and its application to
troublesone hdiana shaLes.
shales down ínto soil fill

¡nakês

REVIET OF LITERÀTURE AND EXPERIENCE

are the nost abundant of the cornmon sedinentary materials. Although shales are generally defined as argillaceous sediments that display fisa large nu¡nber of definitions have been
sility,
Sha1es

developed l2'). The definition presented by Pettijohn (3) and by Underwooal (A) and adopted for this

study is that shale is the more highly indurated and
generã1ly físsile equivalent of claystone and/ot
s iltstone .
Mead (5) proposed a classification syste¡n that
divided shales into tvro groups: compaction shales
and ce¡nented shales. The compaction shales are consolidated by the weight of overlying sediments and
Iack significant amounts of intergranular cenentation. The cemented shales are strongly bonded by
either cementing agents or recrystallization of the
clay rninerals. The conpaction shales are generally
softer and more subject to sJ-aking (a rapid disintegration caused by cycles of r.retting and drying) than
the cemented shales. The cêmented shales are harder
and more durable and may be successfully used as
rocklike naterial-s in embankment constructíon.
According to Pettijohn (f), the fissility
exhibíted by shales is the resul-t of both the compaction and conco¡ûnitant recrystallization during for¡nation as well as the paral-Iel orientation of the
micaceous constituents at the time of deposition.
Ingra¡n (6) used three do¡ninant types of breaking
characteristics to classify the fissility of shale
as massive, flaggy, or flaky. Massive shales have
no preferred dírection of breaking and produce
blocky fragments. Flaggy shales break into fragments of varying thickness that have much greater
lengths and widths and two approxirnately parallel,
flat sides. Flaky shales split along irregular surfaces parallel to the bedding planes and produce
flakes, thin chíps, and wedgelike fragments.
Road cuts for highways constructed Ín the nid\Àrestern United States often encounter shale. Economic and environmental considerations generally
make the usê of the excavated naterial in nearby
conpacted embankment sections more desirable. Howevèr' the poor strength and durability characterístics of many shales, ålong with inadequate construction procedures, have resul-ted in several undesirable èxpêriences with conpacted shale embankments.
Excessive settlement and slope failures of large
shale enbankments have occurred in several states
(7). Such èmbanknent failures 1ed to thê inítiation
of research and development programs by the Indiana
State Highway Cornmission (ISHC) through the Joint
Highway Research Project at Purdue University (8).
Reports from these studies on the follo!¡ing subjects
have been completed: the classification of shales
(2,9), shale compaction and degradation characteristics (1), the storage anal retrieval of existing data
on rndiana shales (10), thê shear-strength param-

